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Abstract
This work is the study of Reactor Point Kinetic
equations. This is a system of seven coupled
ordinary differential equations, one for neutron
density and six for delayed neutron precursors.
The application of Runge-Kutta methods is used
to study the system numerically. Solutions were
then compared for different values of reactivity
using MATLAB built-in functions ode23 and
ode45. There are graphs and tables presented to
compare these methods; theoretically ode45 is of
higher-order than ode23.

Reactor Point Kinetic Equations:

Runge-Kutta Methods to solve
system of ODEs
Runge-Kutta methods are derived using Taylor’s
series. The algorithms are:

Numerical Results and Analysis
Parameters for Case I and Case II:
λi = 0.0127, 0.0317, 0.155, 0.311, 1.4, 3.87
βi = 0.000266, 0.001491, 0.001316, 0.002849,
0.000896, 0.000182
Δ = 0.00002
Case I
ρ = 0.003

Neutron Density for t=10

Introduction
Neutron Density for t=1

Reactor point kinetic equations arise in
mathematical models of nuclear reaction in the
core of the reactor to study:
- When a nuclear power plant is under the
condition to start up
- When a nuclear power plant is in the condition
to shutdown
- The solutions to the equation is a factor of how
much power is produced Safety analysis
- Optimize the nuclear fuel rod placement in the
core

Case II
ρ=0.007

Conclusion

http://theconversation.com/small-nuclear-power-reactors-future-or-folly-81252

Mathematical Model
Reactor point kinetic equations have been solved
in many different ways in the past [1, 2]. In this
work, the system of seven ordinary differential
equations (henceforth ODEs) is solved
numerically using numerical methods called the
Runge-Kutta methods.

Neutron Density for t=20

Neutron Density for t=.01

For Reactor Point Kinetic Equations numerical
Neutron Density for t=0.5
results obtained by ode45 and ode23 are in
Neutron Density for t=2
accordance with analytical solutions ode45 is more
accurate than ode23. The CPU time of these ODEs
in MATLAB was less than 0.5 seconds allowing for
high efficiency to obtain answers to the reactor point
kinetic equations. One might ask ‘Why should we use
numerical solutions when exact solutions are
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